Letter (No.1) to Preliminary registered speakers and ICL members (2020.1.25)

Subject: Deadlines of Formal Registration to WLF5 for Speakers

Dear Preliminary registered speakers and ICL members,

The progress of the WLF5 in Kyoto, Japan, November 2020 was contributed to Landslides to be published in the Preface of March issue and News/Kyoto Commitment of the March issue (Vol.17-3.). Please click to download their manuscripts.

Preface: Progress of the WLF5
News/Kyoto Commitment: List of preliminary registered speakers (as of 1 January 2020)

Thanks to your cooperation, a total of 609 persons from 63 countries have registered through the preliminary registration. Many papers have been submitted to the thematic issue of WLF5. Total 46 papers are candidates of the thematic issue at present. Papers published online in the WEB of Landslides by mid-September 2020 will be included in the WLF5 thematic issue of Landslides. Accepted papers which will not be published online in time will be published in one of the following regular issues. A regular issue contains 15 papers. The thematic issue will include 23-30 papers (around 300-400 pages) in current estimation. The most important information in Preface is the deadline of formal registration to be included in publication and the speaker’s programing process.

Deadline of Formal Registration
Accepted papers will be forwarded to the editing and publication process. However, those papers with none of authors registered to WLF5 by the following deadline are removed from the publication process and the speaker programming process.

Full color books: All papers will be sent to the publisher by 31 May 2020 (Sunday). The deadline of formal registration is 25 May 2020 (Monday)
Electronic proceedings: All session proceedings will be forwarded to the WLF5 secretariat by 31 July 2020. The deadline of formal registration is 31 July 2020.
E-posters: All submitted E-posters will be forwarded to the E-posters evaluation committee by 31 July 2020. The deadline of formal registration is 31 July 2020 (Friday).

Please register yourself through the registration web page by the deadline.

Thanks for your cooperation in advance.

Kyoji Sassa
WLF5 Forum Chair